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There is general agreement that highly skilled throwers and strikers employ a 
sequential pattern of intersegmental coordination (Bunn. 1972: Kreighbaum & Barthels, 
1990; Morehouse & Cooper. 1950). That is."movementsproceed from base to fire end. 
from proximal to distal" (Kreighbaum & Barthels. 1990) and "each [distal] segment 
comes forward as the movement of its proximal segment reaches its greatest angular 
velocity" (Kreighbaum & Barthels, 1990). There is little agreement, however, concern- 
ing the coordination of less skilled throwers and strikers. According to Kreighbaum and 
Barthels, novice or immature performers typically display simultaneous or nearly 
simultaneous patterns of coordination (i.e., proximal and distal segments contribute to 
the movement at about the same time). In addition to the "optimal" sequential pattern 
of coordination. Morehouse and Cooper described two sub-optimal sequential patterns: 
the "early" pattern (i.e.. distal segments initiate forward movement before proximal 
segmentsreach peakangular velocity) and the"lateW pauern (i.e.. distal segmentsinitiate 
forward movement after proximal segments reach peak angular velocity). Further, 
Morehouse and Cooper stated that "hurrying the action is more detrimental to perfor- 
mance" and "beginners usually have the fault of omitting some [segments]" . Finally, 
Bunn (1972) hypothesized that "jerky movement instead of smooth rhythmic action" 
was associated with diminished effectiveness in throwing. Interestingly. none of these 
biomechanists addressed the contextual differences between throwing which is a closed 
skill (e.g.. releasing a light object for high velocity) and striking which is an open skill 
(e.g.. intercepting and propelling a light object for high velocity). Given that interception 
is a crucial component of many sports. the purpose of this study was to address the 
following questions: What pattern of coordination do smooth, sequential throwers 
exhibit in an unfamiliar interception task? How does this pattern of coordination c hangc 
with practice? 

METHODOLOGY 
The interception task for this study was the badminton smash. In contextual terms, 

this task is open (i.e., the performer does not control the direction or speed of the 
oncoming shuttle), the racket is light, the velocity demands are high. and the accuracy 
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there was slight shoulder extension rather than flexion during propulsion. Because thi 
wrist velocity increased, then decreased, then increased again before contact, there was 
the appearance of "jerky movement". Subject 2 demonstrated profound changes with 
practice: Instead of "omitting" the shoulder, there was vigorous transverse adduction. 
Changes at the wrist included. initiation of rotation as the shoulder reached peak angular 
velocity, attainment of much higher angular velocity, and elimination of the appearance 
of jerkiness. 

Prior to practice Subject 3 employed a striking technique that emphasized 
shoulder flexion but also included some long-axis rotation in the arm segments. The 
shoulder and wrist contributed to propulsion with optimal sequencing and timing. 
However, RPtr Wpist velocity stayed near maximum for a sustained period, and the trunk 
was translattng throughout the swing. These wrist and trunk actions served to flatten the 
arc of the swing and appeared to be associated with interception. In Week 6 there was 
little modification of shoulder technique or timing. After practice, a preliminary back 
scratch motion was added, the wrist velocity was higher and more coincident with 
contact, the shoulder velocity was lower. and the trunk was stabilized during the arm 
movements. 

Subject 4 in Week 0 exhibited similarities to the actions of Subject 3 in Week 6. 
For example, a back scratch movement proceeded the propulsive phase of shoulder 
flexion, and there was some long-axis rotation in the arm segments. Distinctive 
characteristics of Subject 4 included a gap of 0.07 sbetween peak angular velocity of the 
shoulder and minimum angular velocity of the wrist. and no "contact". That is. prior to 
practice. Subject 4 was unable to successfully intercept the shuttle. With six weeks of 
practice, Subject 4 made subtle changes in timing by reducing the gap between shoulder 
and Wpist propulsion to 0.03 s. The only significant change with practice was that 
interception was consistently successful. 

In conclusion, almost all the hypothesized characteristics of beginners were 
observed in Week 0: Subject 1 used a simultaneous pattern of coordination in the elbow 
and wrist (Kreighbaum & Barthels, 1990); Subject 4 used a "late" sequential panern of 
coordination in the shoulder and wrist (Morehouse & Cooper, 1950); Subjects 1 and 2 
virtually omitted the shoulder joint (Morehouse & Cooper); and Subject 2 used a "jerky 
movement" in the wrist (Bunn, 1972). After six weeks of practice all subjects had 
optimal or near-optimal sequential patterns of coordination in the shoulder and wrist. 

Subjects 1,2. and 3 appeared to adopt conservative pattems of striking in Week 
0. That is, although they were successful in intercepting the shuale, they reverted to 
sagittal plane movement. propelled segments simultaneously. reduced range of motion. 
omitted segments,and/or flattened thearc of segments. Subject4 neither exhibited these 
conservative characteristics nor contacted the shuttle. Perhaps interception adds a level 
of complexity to ballistic tasks such that initial success in making contact comes at the 
expense of more mamre or coordinated movement. 
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